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Early expiry of men   in enormous situations on earth are real and nascent issues . This is the 

only writing of this nature which is a sole creation in this century.  It is detestable, abhorrent to 

think about  how men are treated by the  present society .  Men’s  rights are  terribly ignored 

except some masculine contexts.   This writing and its title must flabbergast many feminists, 

affiliates and toadies who in many aspects are ignorant cannot imagine in translating the fantasy 

into reality show. The comparisons between the sexes are sometimes drawn due to clarifying the 

facts which are having  many overlaps. Many issues are  silly looking  and trifle matters in nature 

are presented  here to show how the roles of men and women interact and have their 

consequences. The silence and dare devils attitudes of men to  different happening  lead them to 

utter meaninglessness. Women have crossed the limits of endurances and creation of  nature due 

to indifferences of men towards women’s fantasy lead. The sack of lies to  female deeds and 

actions are rampant and pervasive.  This planet  is cultured, nurtured , civilized and built by the 

blood and sweat of men  who  created  cities, mansions, palaces, high ways,  wonders,  foods, 

lands,  weapons  and ships without which the human  lives are meaningless and dark.  

Background of the study suggests scenarios replete with atrocious happening to men and  the 

roles of men are leading and entrepreneurial, and challenging ones. Men’s life is full of actions 

and ventures while women’s life is full of amenities, luxuries and comports.   If men stop work, 

producing foods, driving vehicles, moving mills, the earth must stop to run and  it will turn to be 

a  den or dessert. From the eve of  earth creation, men are earning , producing, growing  foods, 

fish,  crops, and edible  items which are mainly  men made  and men are still wetting in rains and  

burning in sun to  support  family means  wife , children and relatives .  Women   sometimes are 

assisting men as additional supports for completion of work .  The  present world and society  is 

so  selfish, indifferent , self centered  that  no one cares about the health and wellbeing of  men  

who are dying  in thousands  in all countries but these vary in the developed  countries. It is 

essential to judge qualities of men who are sympathetic, generous, pious, noble, wise, industrious   

and thoughtful, as a result men endure all pains, pangs, and torture imposed by  modern women 

and children .   Many Women are kind , sympathetic, affectionate , amiable ,  polite but  many of 

them  are idle, emotional, avid, selfish, adulterous, shallow  in thought,  hypocritical and silly   at 

the same time.   Women have a natural performance as a miracle is their child birth for which 

they are extolled and very much required for. But in recent decades they seem to be oblivious 

about what they are created and deputized for.    Women , children and disabled persons are 

treated in the same ways , as  they are same in nature of  work,  fortitude, valence and  intellect .  

However,  men are expiring  in early stages  need to   examine the issues of how men are dying .   
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There are  contexts in work,  family, education,  laws, productions,  forces,   business,  media, 

sex act , relations,  politics and health matters  which are  real cases of  facts  that  show men 

who are  confronting   with  life ending threats,  risks, challenges and  perils .   Many natures of 

work are not similar to other sorts of work or business.  Majority trades work which are basic, 

fundamental levels  seem to be tough and rough to be performed.   The  society  faces  many  

fake  artificial norms and laws of  democracy or human rights which  make shields for  female 

class who are misusing and abusing the references as  females , mother, sister, wife, lover, and 

grandma .  There are no  single  human rights group work for men  worldwide,  but thousands of 

right groups work for females and  donations from UN  funds, , National funds, Rich men funds , 

Business funds, European funds, Charity funds  cry for  rights and privileges  of women or girls.  

Education up to degree levels free for girls,  legal fees for cases  or law suits are free for women, 

quotas  of  jobs for women are ensured,  health services for women are loaded. Parliaments’ 

Seats as MP  are reserved, UN agencies and some female rulers heavily interfere in 

administration, law and medias to evince their roles superiority and struggling hard to hold the 

domination  goes in vain.    This planet is made and built by men and all species are fed and clad 

by men who have nothings for them are worst regret,  is  a  deplorable history for mankind.  It 

appears as  if men are born to  sacrifice their lives   only to  serve women . It is now a phase to  

see every even trivial  issues of  problems  to  be  faced by men.  Though many problems are 

normal and ordinary but they finally cause complex and wider cases. There are nondescript 

discriminations which are modern and new in forms are shown and treated towards men and 

boys.  All  materials  are  built , nurtured and made by men and their blood construct this 

civilization of today but the history of mankind or  society  do not  recognize men’s  pain 

publicly.   The history shows record that 98% great prophets, saints, guru, rulers, scientists , 

writers,  merchants, and  prodigies , stuntmen , supermen are men . Women help men for/ with 

some fun, crutch and cradles that are all and all credits go onto men.  Though feminist groups 

occupying the media arena are  engaged  in denying  and conniving  all the facts  belong to 

men’s rights.  

The facts of different aspects are presented for understanding how the societies pass. Boys are 

deceived by their many mothers or sisters. Specially in western society women do not marry to 

have sex and they give birth to boys as bastards . Their fathers are not recognized but mothers lie 

to their children that their father do not support them with money and do not look after them , 

actually there are no any father in reality because mothers  also do not know who was a real 

father among many men who had sex with  that  woman / mother .  A man  as a  father or fathers  

is /are blamed  by women  and their children grow  with hatred, and dislike for fathers in the 

west.   Mothers are highly adored and honored by their boys and daughters.   Fathers in  Asian 

countries and African countries  excepts some cases  are also less loved by their children because  

mothers always  care for  children’s  needs, foods, and wears though the costs come from 

fathers’  pockets.  Without father’s  earnings , those families  or members  can not  live for a day  
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is forgotten by those who  think  about  mothers are all sources of life.  A family is a bond of 

relations and peace  which are  no more in practice in many courtiers due to the notions that 

women are not having freedom,  the  extinction  of family ties fetch   all kinds of social 

disorders, cruelty, insecurity for women , women are exposed to  dangers of  destitutions and 

prostitutions.  Groups of feminists’ followers are responsible for all these chaos in society at 

large. Though men are slowly  liberated from the burden and load of  women’s  expenses  of 

livihood as women claim their  independence , men lose the  foundation of family bondage.  Men 

and women have their relations based on mainly sex acts and money  , men are still losers , they  

invest  money  to  buy sex even  if it is a love relation, men spend  huge amount of money to 

satisfy a woman to be a lover or husband  even.   It is  not a matter of surprise that  a man or 

husband  squanders  a large amount of money of his earning for  buying wife’s  cosmetics, 

lipsticks, dress,  ornaments,  and  other  luxuries.  Availability of money are not matter for 

women who by any means want to quell  their desires of any demand. Ultimately men are under 

pressures of extra money which cause some sorts of   health pressures, heart attack, or  other 

diseases.    Men also  lose their  money , semen, and  stamina   , once they  mean both men and 

women taste  of   copulation, though women  need the same taste or  demands.  Men also face 

terrible consequences out of uneven relations in status issues. Thousands of institutions in the 

western countries offer programs like Masters degree and PhD are open to women /girls but boys 

do not have easy access to those courses of study in institutions in  the western countries.  

Influences on feminists policies from the west spread around the globe.  Men class  do not 

consider  trifle issues like own rights , media coverage , talking shallow ideas, show off , being 

busy with profession and work, have no gossip time while women have all idle time for all those  

own privileges and advantages. Women use these time for their own rights and  exploit  men’s 

scopes and  innocence.     

The whole world seems to be adverse against males. Men are trapped and chained by the  belief 

that the continuum which holds the ideas women  can do all things like men but in reality these 

are opposite , men  do support women, feed women, shelter them, help them, care about the 

safety , protect them from the beasts, and save them from the wrath of nature like  disaster, 

cyclone,  and earth quacks.  It is very important to analyze all facets of gender issues and their 

influential impacts on social stability.  There are societies where life styles vary from persons to 

persons and their belief or attitudes. All societies in general confront with the similar crisis that 

are men made solution or problems . Men’s roles and functions are invincibly apparent to be the 

superior to any others.  When they consume the outputs, the portions are very scanty. They 

sacrifice for building the society but the recognition are not hung  on  issues of the  rights which 

are shared by  mainly the female group without much sacrifices.   Many youth whose 95% are 

boys  who are aged 20 to 25 join forces for career build up but in various countries defense 

departments  show that those boys 30% die in mid level of age and 40%  of  men  suffer from 

deadly diseases and disabilities due to their services.   Orphan / suppressed  boys in the 
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developing countries  who are nearly 20%  face utter penury in their lives , they wander in their 

career without any proper guidance, care, life values and  well health , their  fragile careers very 

soon collapse and they sooner or later join terrorism gangs, robbery and some of them die early 

due to ill deals.  Health care systems in developing countries are focused on only women heath in 

recent decades. Men’s  health need also the same cares or medics are not known to the 

administrators of the countries and the social welfare groups .  Many many hospitals or heath 

cares centre grow with the name of women’s, mother’s, child’s, girl’s hospitals mainly.  The 

priority to women’s health cares systems have made the conventional routine matters as 

universal rules that men do not need health cares who can die, suffer and bear agony .  Social 

welfare department in the countries  is also  one eyed department which never consider the 

welfare systems for  men , though a few elderly homes are made as samples  but women are 

prioritized for facilities.     

Men are dare devils who consider themselves as superior to women  and men do not care about 

women’s tactics, hypocrisy, volatile  traits,  unity among women folks,  shrewd  shelter under 

laws, admin wings, media favour in all societies, and  sense of being weak and innocent  which 

are  main weapons to  have passages of domination and power.  Women are direct threat to 

men’s  lives in external  environments .  They  are some  groups  create all sorts of 

discriminations, social classes of opportunists , they  ultimately deprive men’s rights and due  

attainments in many resources for men’s  smooth style of life are  subdued. Women  claim and 

have  much undue facilities and  favour are unfair.     

Legal systems in many countries favor women and free services for women to lodge cases 

against men are open and encouraged.  Women are welcomed by law departments to  sue men 

without  due and right causes. The men are always exploited and oppressed by the systems of 

human rights , democracy and  women health  cares , and equal rights issues are  all trashes.  

Law legally forces men to pass through many hassles and life long troubles , once men are 

involved in cases or law suits with women.  Law systems deprive boys of their rights and fair 

means. Though nearly 10% men commit  serious crimes and  but innocent  40% men or boys are 

accused of various forms of crimes which are sheer propaganda as terrorists, rapists, killers, 

extremists who are victimized by the whim, ignorance, wrath, indifferences,  greed and power 

holders of the society.  Women also commit crimes though these are minor in nature but these 

become grave in future and destroy the base of family and men’s lives too.  Women are  hugely 

in spying acts and smuggling. Many other crimes in modern times are rampant.  Old men  do not 

get elderly pay while old women get more or less in many countries.  Old age is very critical for 

all men and women but men face more pressures of age than women because men bore serious 

burden / laden tasks without stop in life.   The sexual harassments perpetrated by women mean 

nothings , medias report in America  that many  adult women as teachers  have sexual relations 

and rape teen boys. Those women escape law suits without severe trial .  Discriminations against 
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boys  in sections and parts of life are badly displayed and  treated.  Women’s inabilities, 

incapability for many work skills and performances  make women lag  behind  men but they 

keep  on saying  that they are discriminated, they do not admit their inabilities for which they 

suffer for having equal  scopes in career.  All businesses , invention, discovery, building creation, 

and scientific innovation in knowledge are all made and created by men from the inception of the 

world civilization . Women do not feel ashamed rather they claim undue rights ,  rather men are  

supporting them  for all sides, facets, shelters and feeding  them  like children.  

Industrial work which are many in natures including  mine , digging, sea bottom, mountains 

work, construction work, building work, fishing, farming, agriculture,  driving, cooking in 

restaurants, highways repairs,  engineering technicians, plant  worker, chemical plants work,  

sales, vendors, forces/ soldiers,  steel factory labor, food making factory work and all reality  

show where 95% men work and  they  die as unnatural death in their mid age of 40% men.   

Sometimes some of men get some refund after their death though, they cannot enjoy  anything.  

When men become 40 years old, they suffer from malnutrition, balanced foods,  other supports 

which  slowly  draw them to the point of death. The work in plants are also very dangerous and 

risky, people are victimized  by  many sorts of hazards at work places , Machineries, materials 

loads, delivery work, pitching work, brick fields work are not easy to handle. Building bridges 

are other kinds of dangerous tasks are performed by youth or men.   many men or youth die and 

are killed while they go fishing in the ocean or sea, many of them do not return  home,  these are 

regular scenario.  Accidents, mishaps and burning occur while fire services men serve in places.  

Fire service needs strong, stalwart men to confront with invincible flame of fires occur in places.  

Some Women work in this service but the output is very meager.   

Farm and agricultural work are not easeful or comfortable; these are many in natures, which are 

tiring, weary and exhaustive to be done.  Stamina and strength are prior to setting minds and 

engaging in the work.  Life styles for farmers are very plain and modest who are deprived of 

many modern amenities and demands of society.  Men here burn in sun and drench in rain ,  

struck by storm while they work. They do not  stop their work as the food  for their family must 

be got from this wages for work. They are not born as farmers but fate makes them so , are 

unaware of health issues , become ill or disabled due to lacks of foods, medicines and final stage  

is  demise  in early life.  Though these work vary from society to society but the similar hardship 

is seen everywhere.  

Cooking in household are not painful as those in restaurants and Hotels where culinary jobs are 

much painful and agonizing for work at a  stretch of  years . Cooks and chefs or kitchens workers 

/ foods makers are mainly men who lead this industry as a catering field. The tasks in this area 

are risky and health concerning matter. Some women work there in front side as receptionists or 

cashiers or customer cares. The western countries have preventive measures though, the nature 
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of work are not always   quelling   mental stress.  Hazards and risk in this work are not less than 

in those of high risks.  

 Stress for meeting the family demands on men regularly are very suffocating specially for many 

poor men. 60% poor people in many countries get on similar crisis of food provision for 

members of family. They work on daily basis , if they earn, they eat with children or starve and 

pass days without meals. Some women try to help their husbands and some other women without 

compromise demands their foods, dress, cosmetics, whatever happen to their husbands.  Nearly 

30% men suffer from heart disease like blocks in their hearts due to high pressure of tension to 

earn the daily basis food expenses.  Some of them survive heart attack and some of them die 

instantly leaving many members of family in the atrocious nature of work rpessures.  Work are 

not matters of fun or joys which reality based hard tasks. Work at home which are done by 

women are enjoyable and loose in performances have no accountabilities.  Those work are 

mainly family work are cushy and refreshing ones.  Family responsibilities are  unending tasks 

for 90% men  in more or less all countries. Women get supports from all surroundings but men 

face cruel reality in environments. Once a boy starts to earn money they are running a grinding 

machine to support their families, they forget about their education, learning, promotion of work 

, meeting daily square meals  are their  prime focus. There is no scope for caring health issues or 

cannot go for treatment owing to poverty.  They strive for survival of  the daily  costs of  foods 

for family members  who helplessly  look forward to his returning home and cooking foods will 

be  commenced.   Small boys like 6 years old work at restaurants, on footpaths, workshops, tea 

shops, farms, fields, rivers , hills and canals for earning some money for supporting families .  

Their lives and career end  up in dark alley.  

The laws and societies claim that women are equal with men , when men work in odd situations, 

women are not there ,  women like medieval eras are sold for money which are taken as dowry or 

security money in  many countries. In Arab countries women claim so much money when they 

marry to men , that men can not pay those amount , as a result men can not marry in normal 

stage of life .  This is a sheer maniac system of religious and civil rules which devastate normal 

human demands.   How  do women claim to be equal once they are sold as products or a piece of 

flesh for consumption and also demands security money from husbands.  Men when  manage a 

family , men are over stressed and burdened by their family  and  wife mainly whose claim for 

cosmetics ,  dress, ornaments and luxuries  cripple men , some  men also  commit suicide being  

pressurized by the  financial  poverty.  On the other hand, women have free costs for suing men 

in court for nothing means trifle issues.  Ultimately men  are driven abnormal being under all 

sorts of  mental tortures and finally fall ill and at the end expiry  for life awaits  them .  

Soldiers who join combats or wars have no guarantee for life, many die without reasons and 

basis.  Wars in countries, battles in regions, fights between races and casts, groups,  are regular 

contexts  which are led and performed by youth boys/  men alone.  They are injured, wounded 
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and killed.  The dictatorships and tyrant governments run the country with no mercy and they 

cleanse the innocent only men or boys who are opposite parties. Besides forces like police , CID, 

Army also kill people whimsically or irrationally as they possess the cheaper weapons and 

power. Who are law makers? Who cares about the death of poor people ?  However many 

innocent people like 20% among all in jails convicts die or are killed / disabled behind the bars. 

Those people have no money, nor have guardians to protect them from all those devils.  Many 

information do not come to public eyes and the medias have prejudices against some people of 

groups or races, casts , males who are without any consideration on safety or security matters  

vapor or elapse in airs .  All happening of cruelty to men are natural because men are facing and 

performing all actions for protecting and saving the societies in this planet.  Women repute and 

deal with some situations which are mainly female issues only.  Men who are forces or soldiers 

are 95% who are mainly and largely die for  services .  Other men who die in early life  have 

various causes and  bases  which come from many facets have  enormous variables for decisions.   

Work in transportations as drivers are another risky and threatening occupation which kill many  

people in  early stages of life.  Goods and delivery vehicles drivers are very hard working people 

who  have no rest and comforts in work for days. The countries like Bangladesh or third world 

countries have no rules for driving well. There are thousands of accidents of killing others and 

own self happen every day. The drivers endanger their own lives, work day and nights for 

survival. Pilots or Ship master in sea are not new or pleasant for long time. They are  all men 

driven. These jobs involve high risks for accidents or catastrophe happening and kill men. These 

men  do not see their family members for  a week or two months at a stretch.   

There is nothing more atrocious than financial poverty and penury which are   undergone and 

perceived by only men.   The laws and religious norms and rules prescribe that men marry  

women and  men then bear all her expenses during life times look  insane.  Though in western 

countries these are less , slight in treatment, they still follow the financial dependency on men 

and their earning.   The western countries allow sharing the costs in family but men as husbands 

always are liable to looking after their wives and children more.   Women bear expenses in 10% 

families who are in some societies but generally they do not do so countries. The western 

countries women curb the costs in sections of families but the government carries most burdens 

as their husbands are not present, known, or fixed.  Men’s earning mean great significances 

because they save lives of their families but women’s earning mean increasing fantasy and 

luxury for themselves. Women contribute to family  needs very scanty like 10% women  do 

really in real senses though this rate in western societies go up to 30% .   

Awareness of death and life is not very apparent to many ignorant 40% people in countries 

around the world.  They work in natural ways as their health allows performing the tasks. 

Education or learning are lacking in them seriously. they have guardians to guide them against 

all odds, which one day become  a threat to survival.  There are huge variables in sorts of 
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diseases , some are light, some are grave in nature but they could not identify the degrees  of 

significance  how serious a problem of disease can be in the near future.  Men’s health advice 

and consultation are not available as women have, health centers for women are available in 

every street of a locality.  Men normally consider health matters lightly. Those poor and  

ignorant people are  suddenly expired  due to  the lack of facilities and  ideas or awareness .  

Social services,  trends and beliefs  in men’s issues  are very frail and uncared for. People do not 

think about men who  may  fall ill, they may face crisis, and so  boys and then men  grow  

naturally without special protection or support. The social leaders do not feel that men’s 

problems are real problems. The lacks of serious consideration on diverse contexts of events or 

happening   cause havocs in men’s lives .  The blind obsession of medias, social groups, laws, 

with only  women’s focus and demands make the social conditions partly imbalanced and biased. 

Men’s rights and roles are not clearly presented before the public platforms. The State roles are 

also seriously nil in men’s rights. No right groups talk about  men’s  problems .  When there is a 

problem of men’s health it is his personal case or deal but when it is a women’s health problem it 

is a State issue to be dealt with. The discrimination against boys or men rights are newly posing a 

grave threat to peace and stability in many  countries. Governments in countries are responsible 

for neglecting and ignoring  the  proper dealing with men’s health or life or death issues. Men are 

involved in sacrificing their lives for only protecting women as a wife, sister, mother, lover and 

nurse. Men get nothing instead of life long struggles and support for women who only beget  

some children  and sometimes  they care for those children  and sometimes do not as they are 

prone to holding beauty, glamour, hunting suitors or paramours.  

There are huge problems if profession or occupation based problems for men are presented in 

this writing. The hardest and toughest roles  for  performing tasks are men’s roles whose tasks  

are saving and  managing the productivity and productions in almost all  industries. The 

industrial roles or  welfare approach to  men’s well being are less applied  when men work but 

women’s issues are only prioritized . The equality for incentives is always raised but   tasks 

performance is not compared or accounted for according to the roles for particular job.  The 

preference to working for riskless jobs are chosen by women while men are made for risky roles 

and pushed forward to the point of accidents or mishaps which cause injuries or disability in life 

for men. There are no equal percentage in working at all trades which are really dangerous  and 

perilous.  Equal right or rewards come from incredible performance and deed ,  talk alone  can 

not prove to  be equal and superior.  Holding a bossy job is not  a rank based measurement for a 

real  assessment on merits and intelligence. The tasks of productions for foods, materials, 

chemicals, automobiles, electronics, and creative roles are real heroic jobs which are claimed by 

men alone in majority cases.  Those men are not remembered by the society though they  

dedicated their lives to  well cause of the world  civilization and human  survival.  
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There are some nations who are developing and they have  social conditions that make  15% men 

or boys join in occupations like pilfering, theft, hijacking, extortion, abducting, terrorizing , 

assassin and mercenary roles  who are earning money to support their families and  have no 

certainty when they may expire due to attacks by the legal or opposite forces. These scenarios 

are variables.  The scope for joining this roles are unexpected but due to social misguides and 

govt  negligence towards men and boys, these situations   have  arisen.  Education and fair 

treatments are not provided for boys . New form of discrimination  against  boys worsens  on and 

on .  

A man as father , husband, brother, lover has always responsibility for supporting the younger 

and women.  When a man or youth boy remains unemployed, he then gets frustrated, addicted, 

become  terrorists, robbers, thugs,  or killers. This is very natural  process for a man to pass the 

life. The society do not very much consider the facts because those who rule the nations in some 

races particularly are women cannot understand the ruling , administration, those  women are  

also dictated and directed by their Junior or male colleagues.  Many of those women have no 

education or half educated will never understand the complexity of lives.  They become rulers or 

ministers by dint of their fathers, brothers, and husbands who die and inherit daughters or sisters 

or wife  to hold the power. The cases in Bangladesh and Britain are similar. This practice of 

inheritance of dynasty in  many countries causes misery to  their people due to inability, 

ignorance and arrogance of an inheritor who is mainly a female  fetch disaster to the whole 

nation or world at large.  Bangladesh , Srilanka, India, Argentina , Canada, UK,  Spain are  

glaring examples of this nature.   Unemployment rises in many countries due to discriminations 

against boys, which are very modern in approach  are evaded from  the eyes of public to treat the 

male society. Those men or boys face sever crisis not only mentally but physically and socially 

to live a fair life. The horrors of poverty devour those men and the ultimate fate is a passage to 

hell.   

Men are treated by social forces in a realistic general ways while women are cared , pampered , 

supported , fondled, blindly respected by people . The trends and beliefs of ignorant people are  

obsessed  with  women’s weakness, beauty, glamour, and affection, love or sex above all.  The  

easy scopes of women for blackmailing men are manipulated by women while men are also 

victimized and tortured in many situations.  Young boys or  men are dangerously conjured and 

spelt by women who tempt  and seduce them for love or flirtation which  lead boys to deviate 

and distract from right path or study  or  values in life . Destruction in men‘s life then is 

inevitable.   

The roles of medias, press , law, NGOs, UN agencies, and feminist groups  are responsible for 

this chaotic war struck  world. The wars in the Middle East are never forgotten in history. The 

reference to this war is obvious as it is so destructive that millions of men or boys died , killed in 

the wars. 95% men are victims who are willy  nilly or by force  join and  are discriminated to 
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join the forces and made to fight against the  foes without real interest.    Silent wars also run in 

countries like Pakistan, India, African countries, Bangladesh where Forces or opposition groups 

continuously intentionally killed, abducted, thousands of men and young boys who are either 

suspects or convicts who are  innocent are members of opposition parties . They are killed in the 

name of cross fires or assassinated.  Those killings and death are unaccounted for because they 

are in power as god fathers.  Thousands are retained in jails without any trials or judgments. 

These people are in position which is not normal to function in life.  The death rates in ages and 

stages of men are enormous, the records are noticed by the public in many contexts. The 

rendition / torture cells around the globe or in countries are also evidences that men are destroyed 

by multiple ruses and tactics.  

Migration from a country to another one or mainly to the West is common , the systems followed 

by  80% men or young boys who  cannot be successful in reaching the destinations. Average 

15%  those migration seekers are lost in the  journeys.  Three destinations are the major death 

traps are North America entry, Australia entry and Europe entry .  Some of them can reach the 

places but their anxiety, tension and mental pressures for settling or finding jobs are incessant 

and they thus become sick or fall ill . They cannot go far , can not live long, very shortly 

embrace a breath  of expiry.   A  mission for  caring  , supporting , protecting a family or 

community depends on men  in all societies . Men   undertake all ventures  under any danger of 

death or  wound  for  saving  family members and then the women who are their  wives, lovers, 

mothers and sisters.   

In the final phase , it is concluded that  the early expiry of men is obviously a logical, reasonable 

and rational concept for acceptance under the contexts of reality . The various facets of the issue 

have been analyzed systematically.   Basing on professional and occupational roles and 

responsibilities men are seen in contexts which are clarified with logical references, natural 

causes and universal appeal.  The present and past conditions of men’s health and their supports 

for improvements or protection are pathetically nil. Women’s roles are also considered on this 

issue as they are closely intertwined with men in family, work, business and recreations. Many 

governments offices and departments in countries openly discriminate against  boys who grow as 

men sooner for resources but they then are victimized. Medias, NGOs, laws and govt officials in 

countries promote only women or girl’s rights while they do not consider anything for men’s 

rights and needs.  The attitudes and motivation for developing all those supports for men are 

misguided and misinterpreted by the related agencies and authorities. All parties involved in the 

process of  health cares or wellbeing are mainly biased and prejudiced being influenced by the 

donor agencies, ruling class, and  welfares bodies who are  mainly feminist groups.  New trends 

towards women in supporting them are always  stressed on ,  women  are prioritized to any sort 

of  consumption in society .  Women are playing double standards as  frail forces demand more 

supports and resources and  on the contrary, as  equal beings demand unfit or fit scopes or 
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opportunity which are provided for them more than due ones.  Men undergo both mental and 

physical agony and tortures for filling gaps of services which are lacked in by women in work or 

professions. Men ultimately gain less or nothing in life term services. Sacrifices, risky work,  

poverty, financial burden, and deprivation of  their due rights and attainments lead them to early 

expiry in life.  
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